Discovering topological motifs or common topologies in one or more graphs is an important as well as an interesting problem. It had been classically viewed as the subgraph isomorphism problem. This problem and its various flavors are known to be NP-Complete. However, this does not minimize the importance of solving this problem accurately in application areas such as bioinformatics or even larger network studies. The explosion in the size of the output is usually caused by isomorphisms in the motif or graph: we present a method to handle this without sacrificing the correct answers. In this paper, we apply the natural notion of maximality, used extensively in strings, to graphs and present a simple three-step approach to solving this problem completely and exactly (without resorting to heuristics). We handle the natural combinatorial explosion due to isomorphisms inherent in the problem (which could result in output size being exponential in the input size) by the use of "compact location lists." In other words, instead of enumerating k elements out of n, we use the . n k / form in an implicit manner (k immediate neighbors of a vertex out of n possible immediate neighbors). This drastically reduces the size of the output without any loss of information. The algorithm we present is linear in terms of the size of the output encoded as compact lists.
topologically identical in G. Such subgraphs are termed topological motifs. It is very closely related to the classical subgraph isomorphism problem defined as follows (Garey and Johnson, 1979) : Given graphs G D .V 1 ; E 1 / and H D .V 2 ; E 2 /. Does G contain a subgraph isomorphism to H , i.e., a subset V Â V 1 and a subset E Â E 1 such that jV j D jV 2 j, jEj D jE 2 j and there exists a one-to-one function f W V 2 ! V satisfying fv 1 ; v 2 g 2 E 2 if and only if ff .v 1 /; f .v 2 /g 2 E? Two closely related problems are as follows (Garey and Johnson, 1979) . ( 2 / are isomorphic? (2) Maximum subgraph matching problem: Given directed graphs G D .V 1 ; E 1 / and H D .V 2 ; E 2 /, positive integer K. Is there a subset R Â V 1 V 2 with jRj K such that for all hu; u 0 i, hv; v 0 i 2 R.u; v/ 2 A, if and only if .u 0 ; v 0 / 2 A 2 ? All the three problems are NP-Complete: each can be transformed from the CLIQUE problem. The problem addressed in this paper is similar to the latter two problems. However our interest is in finding at least K isomorphs and all possible such isomorphs.
Topological motifs and computational biology
In the following paragraphs, we give a brief survey of the current use of this discovery problem to answer different biological questions. A protein network is a graph that encodes primarily protein-protein interactions and this is important in understanding the computations that happen within a cell (Hughes et al., 2000; Simon et al., 2001; Mazurie et al., 2005) . A recurring topology or motif in such a setting has been interpreted to act as robust filters in the transcriptional network of Escherichia coli Shen-Orr et al., 2002) . It has been observed that the conservation of proteins in distinct topological motifs correlates with the interconnectedness and function of that motif and also depends on the structure of the topology of all the interactions. This indicates that motifs may represent evolutionary conserved topological units of cellular networks in accordance with the specific biological functions they perform (Wuchty et al., 2003; Lukashin et al., 2003) . This observation is strikingly similar to the hypothesis in dealing with DNA and protein primary structures.
To study complex relationships involving multiple biological interaction types, an integrated Saccharomyces cerevisiae network in which nodes represent genes (or their protein products) and the edges represented different biological interaction types was assembled (Zhang et al., 2005) . The authors examined interconnection patterns over three to four nodes and concluded that most of the motifs form classes of higher-order recurring interconnection patterns that encompass multiple occurrences of topological motifs.
Topological motifs are also being studied in the context of structural units in RNA (Gan et al., 2003) and for structural multiple alignments of proteins (Dror et al., 2003) . For yet another application consider a typical chemical data set (Contrera et al., 2005) : a chemical is modeled as a graph with attributes on the vertices and the edges. A vertex represents an atom and the attribute encodes the atom type; an edge models the bond between the atoms it connects and its attribute encodes the bond type. In such a database, very frequent common topologies could suggest the relationship to the characteristic of the database. For instance, in a toxicology related database, the common topologies may indicate carcinogenicity or any other toxicity.
In the field of machine learning, methods have been proposed to search for subgraph patterns which are considered characteristic and appear frequently: this uses an a priori-based algorithm with generalizations from association discovery (Inokuchi et al., 2003) .
In the field of massive data mining (where the data is extremely large-of the order of tens of gigabytes) that include the world wide web, internet traffic and telephone call details, the common topologies are used to discover social networks and web communities, among other characteristics (Murata, 2003) . In biological data the size of the database is not as large, yet unsuitable for enumeration schemes. When this scheme was applied researchers had to restrict their motifs to small sizes such as three or four vertices . The problem of finding common trees in a forest is discussed in (Zaki, 2002) , which is a special case of the general graph problem discussed above.
Overview of our method
We take a combinatorial approach to the automated discovery problem and introduce a compact notation to handle the combinatorial explosion arising from isomorphisms. A naive enumeration to discover all PARIDA the topological motifs is stymied primarily by the combinatorial explosion. When a common topology represented by G 0 .V; E/ occurs at least K times in a graph, so do all the subgraphs of G 0 .V; E/. Also, when a vertex v has n identical immediate neighbors 1 and only k need to be chosen then there are . n k / ways of choosing v's neighbors leading to a combinatorial explosion: this is a result of self-isomorphism in the subgraphs. A discovery process must handle these issues appropriately to make the task of topological motif detection a practical and a useful process. At the same time it is vital that there is no loss of information. This requires some natural restrictions like maximality and we extend the ideas from onedimensional strings (Apostolico and Parida, 2004) to our problem definition in Section 2. We give an example in Figure 8 below, computed by our method, of a maximal motif with 17 vertices and 15 edges that occurs multiple times in the E. coli network data with 423 vertices and 578 edges, that suggests a possible "information flow" mechanism in the organism.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the formalisms and introduces compact lists handle the self-isomorphism related issues, and in Section 4, we present an efficient algorithm to compute the motifs in time proportional to the size of the results represented in the compact form. In Section 5, we briefly discuss estimation of statistical significance of topological motifs and generalized topological motifs with wild cards. We conclude in Section 6.
THE TOPOLOGICAL MOTIFS DISCOVERY PROBLEM
In this paper, we deal with undirected graphs with vertex attributes. In other words, all the edges have the same attribute.
Notation
Recall that the discovery problem is abstracted as follows: Given a graph G.V; E/ with labeled vertices, the task is to discover at least K.> 1/ subgraphs that are topologically identical in G.
A topological motif is defined with respect to this given graph as follows. In the remainder of the discussion we deal with graphs with undirected edges and each edge has the same attribute. The methods presented here can be easily adapted to directed graphs (with edge attributes) and in fact simpler than the scenario discussed here.
Informally, as we have seen in the last sections, a topological motif is a graph that occurs multiple times in a given graph G (or a collection of graphs). Usually the interest is in a motif (say, M ) that occurs at least K times in a input graph. This K is usually referred to as a quorum constraint. This is so called because if a subgraph occurs less than K times, it may not of interest. Formally a topological motif and its occurrence is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (topological motif, occurrence, mappings F i , location list). Given a graph G.V; E/, a topological motif is a connected graph M.V M ; E M / where V M D fu 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u g g, p 1 and is said to occur on O i D fv i1 ; v i 2 ; : : : ; v ip g Â V ; if and only if there is a mapping
Let the number of distinct such mappings (F i 's) be K 0 . Then the number of occurrences is K 0 and the occurrence lists are O 1 ; O 2 ; : : : ; O K 0 . For a set of vertices U Â V M , let
The location list of U, L U , is defined as
If U is a singleton set fu j g, then its location list may also be written as L u j . L U , the location list of U is given by the following
The graph induced by the vertices F i .u/, u 2 V m , is the i th occurrence subgraph of motif M.V M ; E M / on the input graph G.V; E/.
Notice that a mapping (called F in the definition) is required to unambiguously define an occurrence of a motif. Also when U is not a singleton set it is usually a collection of vertices that have the same attribute and L U is a multi-set or a set of sets of vertices.
Maximality of topological motifs
Consider the input graph with two connected components shown in Figure 1a . Let the quorum be 2. A motif M.V M ; E M / with V M D fu 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 g is shown in Figure 1b . The two occurrences of the motif with att.u 1 / D "blue," att.u 2 / D "green," and att.u 3 / D "red" are given as follows:
The location list of the vertices of the motif are also given as follows:
Notice that motif 1 is a subgraph of motif 2 and motif 2 is a subgraph of the motif 3. Each of them occurs exactly two times in the input graph. Thus all the information about motifs 1 and 2 is already contained in motif 3. This calls for a notion of maximality of motifs which we formally define below. 
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Definition 2 (maximal motif, edge-maximal motif, vertex-maximal motif). Given G.V; E/, let M.V m ; E m / be a topological motif with its complete occurrence list O 1 ; O 2 ; : : : ; O K 0 . 
The motif is maximal if both edge-maximality and vertex-maximality hold.
In other words, edge-maximality ensures that no more edges can be added to the motif and vertexmaximality ensures that no more vertices can be added to the motif without altering the occurrence list. Continuing the example of Figure 1 , motifs 1 and 2 are non-maximal. Since no more edges or vertices can be added to motif 3, it is maximal.
COMPACT TOPOLOGICAL MOTIFS
We first discuss an important issue with counting the number of occurrences of a motif-we call this the combinatorial explosion due to occurrence-isomorphisms.
Occurrence-isomorphisms
We next consider a slightly modified input graph shown in Figure 2a . Here, the vertex attributes "black" and "white" have both been replaced by "red." How does the problem scenario change?
Motif 1 of Figure 2b . This motif is given by M.V m ; E m / where V m D fu 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ; u 4 ; u 5 g and
The eight occurrences of this motif are given as follows:
First connected component of the input graph:
2. An input graph with two connected components and the two motifs that occur at least twice on the graph.
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2. O 2 D fv 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 ; v 4 ; v 5 g, with
Second connected component of the input graph: 3. O 3 D fv 6 ; v 7 ; v 8 ; v 9 ; v 10 g, with
4. O 4 D fv 6 ; v 7 ; v 8 ; v 10 ; v 9 g, with
5. O 5 D fv 6 ; v 7 ; v 8 ; v 10 ; v 11 g, with
6. O 6 D fv 6 ; v 7 ; v 8 ; v 11 ; v 10 g, with
7. O 7 D fv 6 ; v 7 ; v 8 ; v 9 ; v 11 g, with
8. O 8 D fv 6 ; v 7 ; v 8 ; v 11 ; v 9 g, with
When attributes of two or more vertices of the motif are identical, sometimes they can be mapped to a fixed set of vertices of the input graph in combinatorially all possible ways. For example u 4 and u 5 of the motif are mapped onto the pair v 4 and v 5 in two possible ways (given by F 2 and F 3 ). Similarly, u 4 and u 5 are mapped to any two of v 9 , v 10 , and v 11 in six possible ways. We term this explosion in the number of distinct mappings as combinatorial explosion due to occurrenceisomorphism.
Motif 2 of Figure 2b . This motif is given by M.V m ; E m / where V m D fu 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ; u 4 ; u 5 g and
The twelve occurrences of this motif are given as follows:
3. O 3 D fv 2 ; v 3 ; v 4 ; v 5 ; v 1 g, with
4. O 4 D fv 2 ; v 3 ; v 4 ; v 5 ; v 1 g, with
6. O 6 D fv 2 ; v 3 ; v 4 ; v 5 ; v 1 g, with
Second connected component of the input graph: 7. O 7 D fv 7 ; v 8 ; v 9 ; v 10 ; v 11 g, with
8. O 8 D fv 7 ; v 8 ; v 9 ; v 10 ; v 11 g, with
9. O 9 D fv 7 ; v 8 ; v 9 ; v 10 ; v 11 g, with
10. O 10 D fv 7 ; v 8 ; v 9 ; v 10 ; v 11 g, with
11. O 11 D fv 7 ; v 8 ; v 9 ; v 10 ; v 11 g, with
12. O 12 D fv 7 ; v 8 ; v 9 ; v 10 ; v 11 g, with
In this example, the combinatorial explosion due to occurrence-isomorphism is from the motif vertices u 3 , u 4 , u 5 being mapped in all possible ways to v 4 , v 5 , v 1 in the first connected component and to v 9 , v 10 , v 11 in the second connected component of the input graph.
Vertex indistinguishability
Is it possible to count and describe the distinct occurrences without the combinatorial explosion as seen in the last two examples? For this, we need to first recognize indistinguishable vertices which is defined below.
Given a graph M.V M ; E M /, 2 the vertices in U 1 Â V M are indistinguishable with respect to U 2 Â V M if and only if
(1) att.u i / D a 1 , and att.u j / D a 2 , for all u i 2 U 1 ; u j 2 U 2 , for some attributes a 1 and a 2 , and, (2) there is an edge .u i u j / 2 E M , for each u i 2 U 1 and u j 2 U 2 .
Vertices in U 1 are said to be indistinguishable from each other with respect to U 2 . Further, if there exists no U 0 1 Ã U 1 such that U 0 1 is indistinguishable with respect to U 2 , then U 1 is maximally indistinguishable with respect to U 2 .
Compact list
To ease handling the combinatorial explosion due to occurrence-isomorphisms, we introduce the compact list notation for the location lists of topological motifs. It is often possible to represent L U in a much more compact way taking into account the fact that the vertices in U are indistinguishable.
For instance, in the motif in Figure 2b , U D fu 4 ; u 5 g is a maximal set of indistinguishable vertices (w.r.t. fu 3 g) and L U D ffv 4 ; v 5 g; fv 9 ; v 10 g; fv 11 ; v 10 g; fv 9 ; v 11 gg:
However, a more compact way to represent L U is by the set, 
Compact vertex, edge, and motif
Next, we define a compact vertex and a compact edge which is a natural next step after recognizing indistinguishable vertices and compact location lists.
Given a maximal motif M.
is maximally indistinguishable with respect to U 2 . V M / and U 2 is maximally indistinguishable with respect to U 1 , then U 1 and U 2 are called compact vertices. Further, the following hold.
1. Each vertex in U i has the same attribute, for i D 1, 2. 2. U 1 \ U 2 D ;. 3. Since there is an edge from each vertex u 1 2 U 1 to each vertex u 2 2 U 2 , there are U 1 j jU 2 j edges between U 1 and U 2 . We represent the jU 1 j jU 2 j edges by a single edge, written as (U 1 U 2 ). This is also called a compact edge. In other words, there is a compact edge between two compact vertices.
This naturally leads to the compact notation for the motif where the vertex set is a collection of compact vertices and compact edges defined on them. For convenience, we represent a compact motif as C with the following notation
where U C is the set of compact vertices and E C the set of compact edges.
It is important to note that two compact vertices may have a non-empty intersection. The second example shown in Figure 3 illustrates such a non-empty intersection.
Maximal compact lists
We have defined compact lists, but what is a maximal compact list? As we have seen earlier a compact list is inalienably associated with a compact vertex. The maximality of a compact list is "inherited" from the associated compact vertex.
Given a a graph G.V; E/, we say a compact list L (with flat.L/ V ), is a maximal compact list, if there exists some maximal compact motif C.
The maximality property of the compact list is central to the discovery method. Great care is taken to ensure that a new compact list that is generated is maximal. With this in mind, we discuss some operations that maintain this maximality of the list. 
Conjugates of compact lists
In the following discussion, let D be the number of distinct attributes in the given graph G.V; E/. Also for an attribute x, let
Conjugate of compact vertices. If edge .v 1 v 2 / 2 E, then v 2 is an immediate neighbor of v 1 and v 1 is an immediate neighbor of v 2 . Just as a vertex has an immediate neighbor in a graph, we define such a notion for a compact vertex and call it the conjugate.
For attributes a and x, let L V a . Then
Further, L has at most D non-empty conjugates.
The conjugates can also be seen from the perspective of a compact motif as follows. We call U 1 to be the conjugate of U 2 and similarly U 2 to be the conjugate of U 1 if .U 1 U 2 / 2 E C , in a compact motif C.V C ; E C /. This leads to the following:
Conjugate of location lists. For an attribute x, the conjugate list of a given list L is defined as follows (using Eq. [1]):
Note that L has at most D non-empty conjugates.
The following is a critical property of the conjugate list that we exploit in the algorithm to discover the compact (maximal) motifs. This fact can be verified (using proof by contradiction) and we omit the details. 
The conjugate of the compact list is shown as below,
Conjugate notation. In an implementation, the conjugate relation is stored as pointers. However in the description here, we show the conjugate relation of the list as m, and that of each of its elements as l. For example,
Note that in this example the following hold:
Multiplicity in (compact) location lists. Consider the location list given in Equation (3). Here we have replaced three instances of v 8 , as determined by the conjugates, with just one. In the rest of the treatment, we ignore such multiplicities of the elements of the location list. Note that there is no loss of information. For instance, consider the first two lists in Equation (4) Then the five characteristics of L U are as follows:
V is given as:
4. All the vertices in flat.L/ have the same attribute given by att.L/.
clq.L/ is an indicator that is set 1 if all the`induced subgraphs are cliques. Formally,
Continuing example. We compute the five characteristics for the example of the motif in Figure 2b . Note that U 1 D fu 4 ; u 5 g is a maximal set of indistinguishable vertices w.r.t. U 2 D fu 3 g and vice-versa. The compact location lists of U 1 and U 2 along with their characteristics is given below.
(a) L U 1 D ffv 4 ; v 5 g; fv 9 ; v 10 ; v 11 gg.
1. Discriminant of L U 1 is fv 4 ; v 5 g and thus discSz.
Exp.L U 1 / D ffv 4 ; v 5 g; fv 9 ; v 10 g; fv 10 ; v 11 g; fv 9 ; v 11 gg.
Next consider the motif in Figure 2c ; U 3 D fu 3 ; u 4 ; u 5 g is a maximal set of indistinguishable vertices w.r.t. U 4 D fu 2 g and vice-versa. The compact location lists of U 3 and U 4 is given as: (a) L U 3 D ffv 1 ; v 4 ; v 5 g; fv 9 ; v 10 ; v 11 gg.
1. Discriminant of L U 3 is fv 1 ; v 4 ; v 5 g and also fv 9 ; v 10 ; v 11 g. Thus discSz.
Set operations on compact lists
Once we recognize that a compact list is merely a concise notation for its expansion, the following is easy to see.
In the rest of the chapter we use "D" also as an assignment symbol. Thus when we say
3. The intersection of two compact lists is written as
and is defined as follows:
can be generalized from intersection of two lists.
The union of two compact lists is written as
The union of p compact lists,
can be generalized from union of two lists.
The difference of two compact lists is written as
However, note that given maximal compact lists L 1 and L 2 , L 1 n c L 2 is not necessarily maximal.
Maximal subsets of location lists
A location list can have a large number of subsets, but which subsets are maximal? Our interest is only in these specific subsets. We define two ways of generating new lists given one location list L.
If d max > d > 1 holds, then new lists are generated as follows. For a given k define
Then Enrich.L/ is a set of lists defined as 
that also induces a clique on the input graph. Let
where each L j , 1 i Ä j Ä k i induces a maximal clique. Then clique.L/ is a list defined as:
Note that Enrich.L/ results in possibly more than one new list, whereas clique.L/ results in at most one new list. We next make another observation that is important for the algorithm that is discussed in the later sections. It states that conjugate lists can be computed by simply taking appropriate subsets of other known compact lists rather than using the original graph G.V; E/ as in Equation (4).
Then the conjugate of each element L 0 2 L 0 is given as follows.
Further, if L j , L a j , for each j , and L 0 are maximal, this conjugate is the same set given by conj a .L 0 / in Equation (1) that is obtained directly using the input graph G.V; E/.
Further, if L, L a and L 0 are maximal, then this conjugate is the same set given by conj a .L 0 / in Equation (1) that is obtained directly using the input graph G.V; E/.
How are compact motifs computed from compact lists? We define a meta-graph G.L; E/ on a collection of compact lists L where the labeled edges are defined as follows. With a slight abuse of notation, we call a compact list (in L) a vertex in this meta- 
If .L i L j / 2 E then .U i U j / is a compact edge in the motif. L 1 and L 2 on the same connected component of the meta-graph are consistent if
If L 1 and L 2 are not consistent they are called inconsistent. A subgraph of G.L; E/ that has a pair of inconsistent vertices is called an inconsistent subgraph. Why is this property important?
Rationale: If the compact vertices form a cycle (closed path) on the meta-graph, then these are equivalent to cycles in the motif and then it is important to check that the cycles occur in each occurrence of the motif (by checking the location list).
In the case that the cycle is formed only in some but not all occurrences, then we remove the inconsistency by computing new lists L 1 n c L 2 and L 2 n c L 1 , which excludes these common (offending) vertices.
Lemma 2. If two maximal lists L 1 and L 2 are such that they are inconsistent, then the nonempty set differences L 1 n c L 2 and L 2 n c L 1 are maximal.
The following theorem is central to extracting the maximal motifs.
Theorem 2. A maximal connected subgraph of G.L; E/ with no inconsistent pair of vertices defines a maximal compact motif on input graph G.V; E/.
It is easy to see that an inconsistent pair L 1 and L 2 are such that att.L 1 / D att.L 2 / and they must lie on a cycle on the meta-graph. Given an input graph G.V; E/, we discuss in the next section how to compute the set of all maximal lists L.
We conclude this section by summarizing the important observations as a theorem.
Theorem 3. If L 1 and L 2 are maximal, then the following statements hold.
THE DISCOVERY ALGORITHM

Main Idea
The method is based on a simple observation that given a graph a topological motif can be represented either as a motif (graph) or as a collection of location lists of the vertices of the motif. Our approach to discover the multiply occurring motifs is to work in the space of the location lists. There are two aspects that lend themselves to efficient discovery: (1) The motifs are maximal, so a relatively small number of possibilities are to be explored. For instance if a graph has exactly three red vertices with 5, 8, and 10 blue immediate neighbors (along with other edges and vertices with other colors), then any maximal motif with a red vertex can have exactly 5 blue neighbors or exactly 8 blue neighbors, although a subgraph could have from 0 to 10 blue neighbors. The compact location list captures this succinctly. (2) A single conservative "intersection"-like operation (e.g., conjunct in Step 1 and refine in Step 2) can handle all the potential candidates with a high degree of efficiency.
Method
The discovery process consists of mainly two steps. In the first step, we compute an exhaustive list of potential location lists of vertices of these motifs, which we store in a compact form, as compact location lists. In the second step, we enlarge the collection of compact location lists computed in the first step by including all the non-empty intersections, along with the differences (termed refine in the paper), amongst the location lists computed in the first step. The collection of compact location lists so obtained has the nice property that every maximal motif has a vertex (or a group of vertices) whose location list appear in compact form in this collection. Conversely, every compact location list appearing in this collection is the location list of some vertex (or indistinguishable set of vertices) of some maximal motif. The intersection operations at different stages are carried out in an output-sensitive manner: this is possible since we are computing maximal intersections.
Input. The input is a graph G.V; E/ where an attribute as associated with each vertex. For the sake of convenience, let B be a two-dimensional array of dimension jV j D, where D is the total number of distinct attributes, and, which encodes the graph as follows (
BOEi OEj is the set of vertices adjacent to v i having the attribute a j .
B is called the adjacency matrix. Two examples are illustrated in Figure 4 .
Output. All compact maximal motifs
The Algorithm
The algorithm works by first generating a small collection of maximal lists and their conjugates (which are also maximal), L init , called the initialization step. In the iterative step, more maximal lists are carefully added to this initial list through the maximal set generating operations (such as set intersections \ c , set difference n c , conjugate conj./, Enrich./) described in the earlier sections, called the iterative step.
4.3.1. Initialization-generating L init . At the very first step, we compute a collection of compact lists L init . This collection of maximal lists is characterized as follows:
Recall that we have defined maximality of a location list in terms of the maximal motifs. Then, in the absence of the output motifs, how do we know which list is maximal?
For a pair of attributes, a i ; a j , two location lists L a i and L a j are constructed where att. Ensuring the maximality of these lists is utterly simple since it can almost be read off the incidence matrix B. This is best understood by following a simple concrete example. We show two such examples in Figure 4 . But we must also avoid over counting, as discussed in the following paragraphs.
Avoiding multiple counting. We combine maximality with another practical consideration and that is of avoiding multiple reading of the same occurrence. This is achieved by imposing the following constraint on the location lists L 1 and its conjugate L 2 :
PARIDA To understand this constraint, consider the following scenario. Consider a graph with a single edge G.fv 1 ; v 2 g; f.v 1 v 2 /g and let quorum K D 2. Further, let att.v 1 / D att.v 2 / D a, some fixed attribute. A motif M.fu 1 ; u 2 g; f.u 1 u 2 /g/ with
satisfies the quorum condition since v 1 can be considered either as the start or end vertex of the edge and similarly v 2 can be considered either as the start or end vertex of the edge, giving two apparent occurrences.
Thus it is important to avoid "over-counting" and we do that by replacing both L 1 and its conjugate L 2 that have the same flat sets and the same size of discriminant with a single list L 3 that denotes all the edges of the conjugate relationship. It is made maximal, by recognizing the maximal cliques on the vertices of flat.
Consider the example in Figure 6 .
L D ffv 4 ; v 5 g; fv 9 ; v 10 g; fv 10 ; v 11 gg with att.L/ D "red," and discSz.L 2 / D 2 and clq.L/ D 1. Back to concrete example. Consider the example G 1 in Figure 4a . For each pair of attributes, the maximal lists are simply "read off" the adjacency matrix B 1 as follows where the conjugacy relationship of two lists is shown by the "," symbol:
; L 4 g and these lists, along with the conjugacy relations, are shown in Figure 5 . Next, consider the example G 2 in Figure 4b . Again, for each pair of attributes, the maximal lists are simply "read off" the adjacency matrix B 2 as follows:
However, here to avoid over counting, we replace L 5 , L 5 , by L 6 as shown, which represents the edges (encoded by L 5 , L 5 ). Also, notice that it has no conjugate list. Thus
; L 6 g and these lists, along with the conjugacy relations, are shown in Figure 7 .
4.3.2. The iterative step. For each new compact (maximal) set L, possible new maximal compact lists (say L 0 ) are generated 1. using the Enrich./ operations, 2. using the clique./ operation, and, 3. set difference (n c operation) if there are inconsistencies in the meta-graph G.
Note that each Also, a collection of p maximal compact lists are used to generate new lists. How do we choose the value of p? And, which collection of p maximal lists do we choose? This is done in the most conservative way using the Refine./ procedure. It is the process of computing new maximal location lists through compact list intersections. It is formally defined as follows.
Problem 1 (Refine.C/). The input to the problem is a collection of n compact sets C D fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C n g. For a compact set S such that
we denote by I S D fi 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i p g: such that
where I 0 D fj 1 ; j 2 ; : : : ; j p 0 g:
The output is the set of all pairs .S; I S /.
Given a collection of n compact sets C D fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C n g, we propose a three step solution to this problem.
1. Obtain C 0 , a set of n flat sets from the given collection
320 PARIDA 2. We solve the maximal set intersection (maxSIP) problem for C 0 (which is defined exactly as Refine./ except that the sets are flat, thus \ instead of \ c is used). We use the solution along the lines of the algorithm presented in Parida (2006) and to avoid digression, we give an exposition on this method in the supplemental material. 3. For each solution (a flat set) computed in the last step, we reconstruct a compact set. This is defined by the following problem.
We solve this problem by constructing a neighborhood graph G N .L 0 ; E N /. Again, we abuse notation slightly, and each element of L 0 is (mapped to) a vertex on this neighborhood graph. Further,
Then L X is obtained as follows:
See Section 3.8 for a discussion on maximal cliques.
Putting it all together. These steps are carefully integrated into one coherent procedure outlined as the CMD Algorithm below (Algorithm 1).
In the pseudo code, InitMetaGraph.L/ is a procedure that generates the meta graph given the collection of lists, L, and their conjugates. See Section 3.10 for details on detecting inconsistencies in a connected component of the meta-graph.
Induct.L; p; L 1 ; : : : ; L p / is a procedure that introduces the new list L to the collection. Further, L c L 1 ; : : : ; L p and the conjugates of these p lists are used to compute the conjugates of L.
The remainder of the algorithm is self-explanatory. Figures 5 and 7 give the solution to the input graphs of Figure 4 .
Consider Figure 5 . In the connected component .
Consider Figures 6 and 7. In the two connected components .
Efficiency in practice. The collection of location lists L is partitioned by attribute values att.L/ for the Refine./ operation, since clearly compact lists with distinct attributes have empty intersections.
Also, if L is such that each L 2 L is a singleton set, then the Enrich.L/ and clique.L/ do not produce any new lists and these computations can be skipped. 
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented a general framework for discovering common recurring themes (structures) or motifs in data. The framework has been developed for graphs. An example is shown in Figure 8 . The next natural variation is to allow for "wild card" nodes, i.e., nodes whose attributes can be ignored in the motif. One needs to be careful about the formulation of such a problem: the general topological discovery problem is in its infancy and many instances of its actual use is not available in current literature. Assuming that "wild-card" nodes are permitted, for such variations, we envisage that only the order of the refinement operations is important to accommodate this generality. This is currently under investigation.
One of the issues with topological motifs is counting the number of occurrences of self-similar overlapping structures: our approach alleviates the situation by using location (compact) list for each vertex (or group of vertices) of a motif and avoids repeated generation of the same list.
The statistical significance of a maximal topological motif is computed by comparing its observed frequency to its expected frequency . The latter is estimated by observing the frequency in a random graph that satisfies certain properties such as the degree of each node or other well-established properties. Clearly, these properties are dependent on the network or graph under study. We are working on computing statistical significance of the motifs directly from the compact lists. This will avoid explicit construction and motif-matching in a large number of graph instances. However, the challenge is in appropriately modeling the probability distribution of the node attributes and the node connectedness. This is very dependent on the problem domain and is the topic of a separate paper (under progress).
As a final curiosity, does the algorithm specialize to finding motifs in strings? We claim that it does and in fact gives rise to the algorithm presented in (Chattaraj and Parida, 2004) for finding extensible patterns in strings.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a method for discovering all common subgraphs that appear at least K times in a graph or multiple graphs. The usual problem due to isomorphism is handled effectively by the use of a compact notation that abbreviates the output substantially without any loss of information. It also presents an alternative way of presenting the results as compact location lists and opens the possibility of evaluating significance of the motifs in a specific domain directly on these compact lists. We are now exploring the use of compact lists to give a computationally efficient and also a better estimate of the statistical significance of the topological motifs in metabolic pathways and biological network data.
